
  2زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 
1- A: Would you like ….? 

B: Oh, no thanks. I’m on a diet. 

1) a slice of cakes 2) some cake 3) any piece of cake 4) some cakes 

2- An endangered language is a language that has ..................... speakers. 

1) very few 2) very little 3) only a little 4) just few 

 

3- How ..................... on this website? 

1) much can you easily find information 

2) many pieces of information you can easily find 

3) much information can you easily find 

4) many informations can you easily find 

 

4- She always smiled when she felt angry. Actually, she was good at hiding her ..................... .  

1) lifestyle 2) depression 3) emotions 4) habits 

 

5- I’m confident that our team is strong enough to win the tomorrow’s game, but the weather could be an 

important ..................... .  

1) balance 2) function 3) message 4) factor 

 

6- This English course is suitable for advanced students. Full ..................... can be found on our website. 

1) details 2) realities 3) titles 4) decisions 

 

7- Nowadays, we all know that regular exercise is the best way to ..................... weight gain. 

1) measure 2) predict 3) discuss 4) prevent 

 

8- Sometimes you will never know the true ..................... of a moment until it becomes a memory. 

1) region 2) value 3) ability 4) review 

 

9- The math teacher used extra homework as a ..................... of controlling his students. As a result, everyone at 

school hated him. 

1) sign 2) means 3) matter 4) label 

 

10- A: What do you usually eat when you go to a restaurant?  

B: Well, it ..................... . But I always try to have healthy food. 

1) exists 2) belongs 3) varies 4) counts 

 

11- He ..................... that he had some problems with his parents, but he didn’t explain. 

1) mentioned 2) imagined 3) decided 4) accessed 

 

Part B: Cloze Test 

Biometeorology is said by some to be a new science that …(12)… the effect weather has on people and their 

health. Perhaps you have an aunt who can …(13)… the weather by some ache or pain, or a cousin who suffers 

from headaches or …(14)… when the humidity is high. Scientists say that one out of every three persons is 

weather sensitive. This …(15)… that he reacts …(16)… to winds, humidity, hot and cold weather.  

 

12- 1) researches 2) generalizes 3) arranges 4) communicates 

13- 1) escape 2) disagree 3) improve 4) predict 

14- 1) calmness 2) heartbeat 3) depression 4) addiction 

15- 1) means 2) appears 3) replays 4) gains 

16- 1) fluently 2) physically 3) surprisingly 4) confidently 

 

 

 

 



Part C: Reading Comprehension 
First of all, I must say that I don’t watch much television. This is because I’ve always got so many other things 

to do. My two favorite programs are “Hard Rock” and “Open Air”. I try not to miss them. 

Hard Rock is on every Friday night and usually has excellent rock bands playing live. Open Air is completely 

different. It’s a magazine program about the environment. It’s on every Sunday evening. Each week they talk 

about a subject which is connected in some way with the environment. Last week they looked into pollution, 

and next week they’re going to have a talk to the president of “Friends of the Earth”. There are lots of people 

who watch television every night. There are so many programs to choose from. They can always find something 

interesting. I don’t know why they do it. I think most of TV is just unprofitable.  

 

17- According to the passage, the reason why the writer doesn’t watch TV is that he ..................... . 

1) doesn’t have a TV set  2) doesn’t like to watch TV 

3) can’t find time to watch TV 4) is always on the way to work 

 

18- Which sentence is NOT true? 

1) The writer always misses TV programs.  

2) “Hard Rock” is played every Friday night. 

3) The writer’s two favorite programs are “Hard Rock” and “Open Air”. 

4) “Hard Rock” is completely different from “Open Air”. 

 

19- “Open Air” is a magazine program about ..................... .  

1) pollution 2) television 3) arrangement 4) the environment 

 

20- The phrasal verb “look into” in line 5 is closest in meaning to ..................... .  

1) define 2) consider 3) restate 4) compare 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


